Tetrasomy 15q25-->qter: cytogenetic and molecular characterization of an analphoid supernumerary marker chromosome.
Tetrasomy for the distal long arm of chromosome 15 is a rare finding. It has been previously described in seven patients, all of whom had a supernumerary marker chromosome (SMC) derived from distal 15q. These SMC contained no apparent centromeres (C-band/alpha-satellite negative), and belong to a novel class of SMC with neocentromeres. We present the oldest surviving patient with tetrasomy for distal 15q. The proposita was a 10-year-old girl with moderate to severe mental retardation, absent speech, hypotonia, minor facial anomalies, unusual digits, and pigmentation anomalies. Mosaicism for a symmetrical SMC was identified in metaphases from lymphocytes and fibroblasts. Parental karyotypes were normal, indicating a de novo origin for the SMC. FISH with a whole chromosome paint for chromosome 15 showed that the SMC was derived entirely from chromosome 15. However, C-banding and FISH with chromosome 15 probes D15Z1, D15S11, SNRPN, and PML were all negative. FISH with the FES probe at 15q26 showed hybridization to both ends of the SMC. The marker was interpreted as an analphoid inverted duplication of 15q25-->qter containing a presumed neocentromere. Previous molecular studies suggested either a mitotic or paternal meiotic origin for these distal 15q SMC. However, molecular analysis with chromosome 15 polymorphic markers showed that the analphoid SMC(15) in the proposita originated from a maternal meiotic error. The origins and mechanisms involved in formation of these distal 15q SMC appear to be more diverse than for the proximal pseudodicentic SMC(15).